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PREFACE
.

The Institute ior. Plild Advocacy ,(ICA) is-a community based

Project which seeks to upgrade the'quality of children's services

in Pouth Central Los Angeles. The Institute's strategy is to use
,-

a community development approach which encourages citizens to act

in their own behalf. ,Efforts are direCted at eliminating obstadles

which impede optimal deveropmént and _inhibit growth of today's
-

children.

The community deVelopment approach wds seiected-becaus6-the.

target area, bounded by Slauson Aventle (South), Jefferson Boule-

vard (North) Alameda St'reet (East), and Figuer8a Street (West),

is bharacterized.by a lack of adequate resources to meet-the

. needs of the community and fragmentation of existing services.

Many service agencies located within the community are. unreipori-

sive to the consumers of their service and are institutions which.

are perceived'bY residents as bureaucratic outposts of larger

institutions controlled somewhere outside. he area and having-

little or no understanding of and relationship to community need._

While the Institute was 'completing a study on children being

excluded from school, we utilized a method Of problem solving

that we fe-1 could be udeful to others who are attempting to es-

t-ablish a foundation for demanding change. This method of problem

solving showed that non-professional wOrkers'in a community agency

can: 1) identify a problem, 2) collect data, 3) martial; forces

-v-



to decide the proper channels through-which to seek change and

4) carry the process through to completiOn. Because this method

was so beneficial to tiie Institute, we felt the need t,.:o put t6

paper What we had learned, in such a way that community residents

and agencies alike could utilize the same problem solving pro-

)

cedures in their day-to-ciay-problems.. This tiaper called "Research

As A Tool in Problen/ Solving 'at the Community Level" is,designed '

to eliminate the pervasive,feeling.that research is too diffiCult

for non-professionals or for thoSe who have not reCeiVed training

in research methodologieS.

c,

C.
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I.

INTRODUCTION ,

The problems of today are age oldl war,'pOerty, discrimina-
1 -

tion, drigs., There has igieen corisiderable effort to "do something"

about these chronic probleMs, yet'these efforts to 'do something"

have rarely succeeded. Now-more than ever before people are be-
P.

-ccadng aware of the .need fot -change. But, as.Siet, no mechanism

14P

designed to solve tHe.chronic problems of this nation has. seemed
7

to iproduce "long lasting results. Thus, the problems are still

herez.-arid staying. Things are,changing but o4en times to the
.

detriment of an \without_input from fhose who are affeeted by
. \

those changes. Without this input conditions and problems are

Miscilagnos&I and ill-defined and as a regult solutions offered

address conditions unrelated to the actual problems and-their
°-\

causes. This can be seen on national, state, and 19cal levels.

,

"The-effects' of this misunderstanding and misdiagnosis of pro--

blems can be teen in 'the'-now famous "Moynihan Report"Agoynihan,

1965). Using the 1960 population census as his primary source
a

of inkormation, Daniel P. Moyni\ han, United States Ambassador to

the:United Nations, prepared a case demonstrating that the "det-
,

eriordting Black family" played a-major role in the perpetUation

. -

of the -"Culture of Poverty." He reported significant Corrella-

tions between tha divorce rate of Blacks, the percent of Black'

children receiving welfare aid, the number o ack children

growing up in fatherless homes, the pekcent of Black 'broken



hemes," the IeQ. -scores, the academic and Occupational success,

and the rate of delinquency.among Blacks.'

Although these,statisties reflect the reality we see down

these "mean ghetto streets," the' .author misinterpreted them

and-shifted the responsibility for-these statistics fitom sodiety

and Onto the Black family. In essence, the Moynihan Report says

that the Black family is,responsible for these statistics when
-

in actuality it is nOt. Misgdided society proceeds as though

Moynihan's is a case in fact and, as a result, the solui7ions

//offered to eliminate poverty have been ineffective-for implemented

in an ineffective. Manner.

As a people we have become most adept .at pointing to pro-

blems, yet we'have a lot-to learn about vital steps that-follow

identification. From finger pointing and protest-to solving a'

/problem. is a long and, usually complex route.

At the Institute for Child Advocacy we realize that with-the

many difficulties facing us today_we can no longer afford to

tread down deadends, detours, and self-created obstacles courses.

We can no donger afford to indulge in emotion laden yet ineffec-

tive approaches that have hindered our former,efforts to'reach

Solutions. Above all we cannOt afford to.let ego domination by

- the few waste the valuable resources of'the many. It is time to .

leave these hinderances behind and use the techniques that are

designed to support a 'common ideology. These techniques also

help people to make good use of their time and' abilities, and



reach an.optimum-level of positiveness

ing and support that can make solutions
. , .

THE PROBLEM SOLVING.ATTITUDE

in obtaining theeunderstand-

workable.

13'rob1em solvir4 requires more -than logic and reSearch metho-

dology.- It-requires you to be open-minded enough to' be able,to

set aside old ideaS and habits with-Out paying a high-emotional

price. That is,-you must 'be aware of and open to the new rules

of the game.

We all have a tendency to'reject on the basis of-Past ex--

"Periences and encounters- If we don't trust the'source we

refuse to look at the ideal If we.dón t like the container we

r

throw away the contents. We.locate our e7iemy, we fight-him, and

we overlook any use we might make of hiri. This we no,longer can

afford -to do. We must check thoroughly nd list all resources

that may be a
/

ailable to'us. If possible we must also get dnfor- \
, _

,

'nation about the enemy and his resources. 'By doing this we enable \_
,

ourselves to anticipate 'impediments and objeCtions to our problem

-Solving methods;

0

Tilt NAME OF THE GAME

Day'after day we are confrOnted with problems, and we suffer

discomfort if we fail to.reach a satisfactory solution. The suc-

cessful-problem_goolver is ,one 'who first understands what his

problem is and can, anticipate obstacles to solution. aboSe who

,don't succ6ed ofen tfmes meet their doom, not.because a problem

is too complex to overcome, but .becau9e they failed to identify

_

10
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it properly...Instead of becoming aware ok the problem, they

become aware of the difficulty, the pain, and the frustration

and lose contact with their surroundings. Like a prize fighter,

.they are stunned.by.a powerful blow_and don't know_where:.theyare..

This suggests the first questiori we should ask whenever we are

confronted With a problem: Where am I?

After Adam ate of the forbidden fruit And cpened up the- world

of probelms for mankind, he:hid in terror. According to Genesis,

God called out; "Adam, where art thou?", Theologians and philoso-
-.

phers have wondered why God, knowing all things, should have to.

ask. -The_answer they'have given is'that'God knew- where Adam was;

God wanted Adam to know.

It is not enough to be aware of a 9roblem, we must.know our

relationship .to that problem: what does it mean to me, who .else

is inVolved, and what does it mean to them.

Once' we.become aware,of the problem and.our relationship to.

it,. 'mil; then are we ready .t.ci approach basic steps that must be .

taken .if solutions are_t:so be found.'

THE ART OF PROBLEM SOLVING

The Art of Problem Solving iriirolves as least two elements,

A) where you ar4e and Z) where you Want to be. The task then is

-to get from point A to point Z. To do this you must get started

and you must;honestly want the best solution.



,

.4MINE THE PROBLEM ,

.
'*art,by defining our problem. To define your problem

ect4vely, it is useful to keep in mind.the meaning of the term

efinktion." Webster's Dictionary describes it,as: "The action

cxr the poxl.rer of describing, explaining or making clear."
/

The,definition can also be 'considered the meaning the point

'the significance the value, tbe implications, the effect, the

impact/and the force. To clearly define a problem one must be

Table to relate the problematic situation to each of the above.

Xor, the only way to cieerly identify and define a problem is to

thoroughly investigate and examine it. Examinaticn-of.4 problem

-situation exposes the true causes. In examination you start

with the obvious and probe deeper until ,you know every little

fact about what contributed to theproblem. Your investigation

must be thorough:enough to be conclusive: That is, it itrzt prove

something. It must ansWer the question "what's tbe trouble.

It'must go.deep enough to.describe.,beyond question, ansWer 411

ob'ections and cover all angles.



STEP'I . ANALYZE YOUR PROBLEM SO, YOU WILLIMOW WHAT HAPPENED,
rAT'S HAPPENING, 'AND my

.

Unless. you have thoroughlY researched your prOblem and you

are confident that your information is comprehensive and accurate,

DON'T ASSUME that yOu hold the last word. If you are sure that

you do know what you'rp-doing back your own judgement to the limit.

,A formula for confidence in your own judgement is to ask youilelf

three questions. First,-°'Do I know what I'm talking about?",

'Second, "Am I sure my, information is correct and complete?", Third,

"Is my conclusion based on sound reasoning?" Once you get to

this point and have determined that you have the best interpre-

tation of the situation you are well on your way. , You will then

be able to work toward winning respect for youropinion and support

for your cause.

It should be obvious now that the kirst skills in problem

solving demand that a lot of time be spent checking out, finding

out, and locating the problem. This means that in order to have

satisfying and lasting results the interest at this point must

be in the problem definition rather than the solution.



STEP III. SET-UP YOUR OBEJCTIVES.AND DON'T GET LOST

Now that you have defined your problem, analyzed'your sit-

uation and you are determined to work it out, you come up against

4 big "HOW."

Before you can answer the how, you must see your objective

clearly. Ygu must see it first as a whole and then ih detail,

then each detail must be aS-sembled into the finished res'ult in

your mind. When this is done you can inswer the question "HOW"

intelligently. The important thing is to recognize your objective'

and make sure that it relates directly to your problem definition

and is in fact your "Where you want to be."

When considering Your obfectives you must be sure to write

down your objectives and separate them into appropriate categories.
-

For each thina that you want to accomplish you Must have an-out-

come objective, one that is measureable, and a process obfective
-

/ .

which relafes'more to method. Your outcome objective is your

"where I want to be" and your process objective is your "how."-

_7_
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'.sTEP IV. FIND THE MEANS TO REACH YOUR OBJECTIVES
,

What have you got to work with? By what meanb do you _intend

to-solve your present problem? A surprising fact about-mankind

is his totally unexpected array of talent for accomplishing the

unexpected. Back in 1904 a Black woman, Mary 'McLeod Bethune

decided to build a school. With only $1.50 she opened a.scilool

in Daytona Florida which was known as the Daytona Normal and Indus-

trial Institute and which grew to become a'highly recognized

school for girls. That school is now, after amalgamation with

Cookman Institute the Bethune-CoOkman College.

Like Mary McLeod Bethune, you have within yourself hidden

'resources which will come to your aid whenever you beckon. Some-

times you don't kivw your capabilities until you discover them

accidentally. At other times you may find yourself preparing for

something, just what you don't know, in case you have a chance

to use a new skill. But you know"what you want to do. What do

you have to work with? What hidden talents lie right beside you,

ready for you to grasp and use as tools? What kind of crowbar

do you have to, pry loose the secret to your pioblem? It is

likely that there is something right before you that will provide

the means to solve your problem. There is--if Only you iook for

it. So start searching. Find the means to reach your objective.

STEP V. ORGANIZE YOUR DATA

Earlier in this paper it was stated that many attempts at

-problem solving fail because of misinterpretation of the problem.

-8-
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It was thgn recommended that your problem be nalyzed and that

you write down certain bits of information, as ou g9.Jalong. This

gathering and Writing down of informatio:)kated to your pro-

blem and its solution is called data collection. Data is informa-
,

tion that can be measured by counting, classifying, categorizing of

ranking.:.In essence, orata is the information you use that defines

your problem, answers your questions and determines your course

of action. The best way to collect data is to make notes of-

everything you do throughout the problem solving procedure. If
I

you have a meeting to discuss the problem make a note of:

.1. The date and time of the meeting.
2. Names of persons who attended the meeting.'
3. What was discussed in the meeting.
4. Date and time of next meeting.
5. The outcome of the meeting.

Without data you're heading dawn a deadend street. With your data

j.n order your solution will be close at-hand.

,

16
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STEP VI. PLAN YOUR WORK

Most peopl cali get as,far as "I know what'I Want to do,"

but often they can't see how to-do it. How do you use youi idea?

Apply the means!. It was once said, "You have,to plan your Work,

.and then, work your plan."

What do you need in order to work your plan? Do you need an

opportunity? Money? Manpower? A lawyer? Do you need research? It

,is likely you need the8e and more. Understanding this you put to

paper what you have to do to reach your objective. Be specific.

G t right down to details. List all_approaches.

-

Use your imagination. Can you-visualize anything other-than

what's directly in front of you? .Try List. everything
-

possible and seemingly impossible. The mther of solutions you'
\

can list here depends largely on your im gination and your thor
, 0

oughne'Ss in completing previous steps.. ometimes it 1s something
:

seemingly trivial that tips the scales in your fakror. -Very often '

a serious problem is solved when, while writing this kind-of list,

some small idea put down more in desparation than in earnest, glows

with promise and eventually becomes the choice solution,

RESEARCH

'This problem solving method also called research always starts

with a question or a problem; a hypothesis. The research method

described herd consists of a number of closely related activities

that continually overlap. These activities are so interrelated

-10-
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, .

that your thoroughness in handling the first steps may determine

the results of the Last. There may arfse seriouscomplications

and difficulties if-all steps to problem solving are not completed

with thoroughness and facility.. Keep in Aind that each step in

the problem solving process is a prerequisite of, later steps.

Now let's see how far you've come in, the probl.em solving

venture.' You have admitted that you have a problem and have de-

cided to do Something about it. You have deterMined where you

are-and where you want to be. You have set down'to Paper every

possible solution you cgn think of--every course of action that

will lead to settlement.of your problem. You have complet'ed six

steps in problem solving:

1. Define your problem.
2. Analyze your:prOblem so you will know:

a. What happened.
b. What's happening.
c. Why

3. 'Set-up your objectivesand don't, get lost.

4. Find.the means to readh your objectives.
5. Organize your data.
6. Plan your work.

There's only one thing left for you, to do and that brings us to

the final step in problem solving:

STEP VII. WORK YOUR PLAN

N't

The last Step in this problem solving procedure can' well.be

, the easiest if you have thoroughly completed previous steps. You

have defined your problem and thoroughly analyzed lt. You have

set-up your objectives'and found the means to re:-;.:0.. them. You

have organized your data and plannel your work. To work your plan

18 d



you implement yourlsofution. It's not enough to siMply reach

.solution,

ment your solution, you no longer have that problem. It's time

then to move to find a solulion to another problem.

you must see that *aolution in practice. Once you imple-
_

19
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THE-EXCLUDED CHILD: A CASE FOk CHILD ADVOCACY)

.P

The Institute for Child Advocacy is:not advocating this

problem zolving procedure bepause the literature skrs it works.

On the contrary, ICg :13 advocating .it because our experience

4

hat provod this method to be a positively advantageous and

effective one.

To give you a clearer picture of how beneficial thisjpro-

cedure can'be, we would like you'to. join us'iri a step by step

example of None of ICA's p4,st expeiiences utilizing the proce-
,,

dure described in the first part of the paper.



-STEP 1: DEeINE THE P OBLEM

When it came to o r attention, a problem had already been_

recognized three stud nts were not attending school due to

some type of exclusion.

vlicas Oftentimes you the reader will have to recognize
the existence o a problem before an attempt can
be made toward s lution. A 400d methad of doing
this-is to confr nt the issue objectively. If
there:is anything you do not understand, some-,

thing you're not ure of, or something that just
lice$ret' seem fair. .QUESTION IT!

REMEMBER: The,only etupid question is the unas.;:e?.d question

-

At thls point, ICA intervened-in,an effort to obtain appro-
/

priate placement for these three studentg--
f

,
7

,

By-Involv-ing-Gurselves'in this gacement process, the Insti-
-

..tute became aware of policies and practices of the educational
r

-

-system.that appeared to be inadequate and at times unjust.

It occurred to ICA that if these policies and practices,

could adversely affect these three students, then they could

potentially affect a high number of students similarli situ-

ated.

We defined our problem as: "Chil4ren being excluded from
, -

school for unjust reasons 'and for indefiriite periods of time."

-147- .
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STEP II: ANALYZEyYOURPROBLEM SO..YOU W6,14 KNOW WHAT HAPPENED,
WHAT'S HAPPENINaiHAND WHY. *. .

the Institute for.Child Advocacy folloWed the formula for

"Confidence in your own judgement'" stated earlier, and asked

three questions. First,_Do We KnoW-What We re Talking About?

Yes! In trying to Secure placement for three excluded children

we learned tthat some of the Policies of the 'school system were

not adequate fo-r meeting the needs of all children. Through

further investigation wb were able to determihe that.the prac-

ticed.pkocedure for exclusion in the schools was unjust, because 4

it allowed-children to-be-excluded. for undetermined lengths of

tim-26-Tiith-Tiva-beilig-glaced7--Seeend-r-Axe-We.-Sure_Our,_Inforination.

Is Correct? Yes, because ICA had conducted a thorough inves-

tigation to determine exactly,what legal rights children levere

entitlgd.to. The United Stes Constitution states that chil-
.

dren are guaranteed a 422_public schbol.education. We went

.step further to investigate,alternative educational placement
, c

foi'chirdren excluded,from re4ular.public school. From that

investigation we concluded that the school systdm should.be

responsible-foi finding placement for the"se children. Third,-



-Were Our Conclusions Based On Sound ReasonimgZ Yes! It stands

ta reason that the school system should find an alternate set-

ting since they are the, source which determines when a regular

public school environment is not suitable for a,particular

child; not to mention that, our edacational system is 6upposed

to be in pursuit of the best interests of all children.

We have .got to find a

school for you! ,

I-.

STEP III: SET-UP YOUR OBJECTIVE
-0

Ih setting-up our objectives, we followed the outline

staied darlier-Uhder7STEP

Our Problem Is:
.. ./ 0

I

c

-Children- are being excluded from school for unjust reasons
6

. ,

.and for'-undetermihed lengths of time.

'Our.Process Objective Is:

To identify all children excluded from school -in the Adminis--

trative Area B of the Los Angeles Unified School Distfict.

Our Outcome Objective is:

.To provide appropriate educational placement for these

excluded children.
2 3
-16-



STEP IV: FIND THE AEANS TO REACH YOUR OBJECTIVE'
-

r Our job at this step was twofold. Firstly, ICA had to find

a means of identifying children in our target who were

. excluded from school. Since the schools cahnot give out this
H.

information, we went to a higher authority, the Coordinator of

the Administrative "Area B. The Coordinator had been so helpful

the Instit4te in the case of one of the thre students.
,

,originally excluded that we enlisted his resources for pur-

suits in behalf ok other excluded children.

The Coordinator sent letters,to all Area II principals,

requesting. a list of all- students excluded from schodi during

the 1972-1973 school term and asked that- they respond within
" .

a week. All the principals responded to the re4uest.-

weke then sent to ,the paren'ts of, the excluded students,informing

them of ICA's interestdn their child''S-educational well-being.

tecondly, ICA had to find the means

educational placement-for the

To reach this objective it was necessary to,obtain-as

n as'possible.about-each:thild's
_

eicclusion. To this



end, an interview form was designed to gathef-itifb±mation during

'both .--thephonecontact land the home visit-
,/

Upon receiving d response from a parent, the staff person

arranged a home visit with the parents and the child. Then

the staff person arranged conferences for the parents, with the

school persodne17,-- 0

The purpose of the conference *as to enable the parents

to become well informed of'their"child's tatus, how and 'why
2 .,

that status came about, and,what,. if any action.was taken

after the.exclUsiOn..

STEP V: ORGANIZE YOUR DA-TA

Keeping in mind the many flaws in'the schooldistrict's
i

exclusion procedure4',an assessment ofIthe,data pertaining td*
-. ,,

\ \ ,

every available aspect Of each child's exclubion was ma4e.
\

The social family history and thesedncational evaluations and V
recommendations pxovided by the\school were cautiously and

_objectively studied and alter,natiire educational resources

were located.
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STE? VI: iLAN YOUR WORK
9

An assessment was madd of the educational facifity with.
4

regard to its ability .to meet tile

eXclIded 'child. 1

individual needs of eac::--

Some of the excluded.students were not prior to their

, exclusion, apprOved fOr Sedgewick funds, a funding for private

school tuition.* ICA arranged for the appropriate testing

for some form of counbeling'at Central City Commu#ity Mental

Health Faci1ity to increase the potential for re-enrollment.
,

public school for September, 1973.

4

Parents of handicapped'youngsters who are in a private
school -cr apply for a private school placement c'lue to lack of
an appropriate public-school program, are eligible to apply
for funds for private school tuition under Education Code
6770-6873.
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STEP VII: WORK YOUR PLAN

Upon the final selectiO* of the eudcationAl facility best

suited to meet the child's and families needsithe Institute

began to implement the necessary procedure for enrollment.of

the child.

fn sme instances it was necessary toassist in obtaining

and completing admission form. .In all instances, the Institute

-;
made the initial referral contact with the school and arranged

counseling appointments.

Our problem was solved, and yours will be too,fif you follow

these seven steps to problem solving:

Step I.

Step:II.

Step III.

Step, IV.

Step V.

Step VI.

Define Your probleM
\

Analyze your-problem so you will know 'what
happened, what's happening, and why

Set-up your Obj ctives

Find the' means to reach your.objective

Organize your data.

Plan your .11oKk

'Work your plan.
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SOME GENERAL HINTS,

HEALTH

-If your problem is related to Health you need to find out:

- Which clinics and hospitals serve your neighborhood.

- Where they are-located and how easy or difficult they are to-

reach by public transportation.

-Are they accredited by,the Joint Commission on Accreditation

of Hospitals.

-What kind are they? (public private, volunteer).

- Is discrimination in any form Practiced?

-What kind of consumer complaint mechanism have they established?

WELFARE

If your problem is realted to Welfare you need to know that:
_

-You hay apply for aid and it must be acted on promptly (decision

must be in writing and reasons givez if aid is denied).

- -You have a right to a fair. hearing if you are dissatisfied with

what the Welfare Department decides.

-A social worker., hearing exatiner, secretary and sometimes one

other county employee are the persons who you wi lfáce and who

will decide your case at the fair hearing.

-The Welfare Degartment mulst respect you'r rights and your personal

'dignity,- and they must keep any and all information on you con-

fidential, unless you give written consent for release Of

information.

28
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-'EDUCATION

If your problem is related to Education yeu may need to find out:

- Who are the members of the Board of Education?

- What is the age and physical condition of school buildings and

grounds?

- Are the schools-overcrowded?

- Are there as many special.facilities such as science laboratories,

-

school libraries, gymnasiums, and cafeterias.in schodlb as

in--schools located in other areas.

- For this information it would be useful to obtain much of this

information from students.

'CRIME,AND DELINQUENCY

If your problem is related to Crime and Delinquency, you

remember that:,

When stopped by the police you should:

1. ,Be cool and calm.

2. Not discuss anything with the police except your name and
address; always carry proper identOication.

3. Never resist physically. Never curse.

4. Get the policeman's name and badge number. Write the
information down.

5. Ask for a search warrant if the police want to search you,
your car or your house.

6. Never agree to a search, but don't try to stop the police if
they seakch anyway.

7. Tell the police that you want your lawyer present before any
search takes place.

If you are arrested you should:

;.. Never struggle ,or resist arrest;
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2. Ask the police what the Charges Are.

3. Not discuss any details with anyone except your lawyer.

4. Not sign any papers.

5. Be allowed to make two phone calls: one to your "family or
lawyer, and one to a bailbondaman.

6. Be brought to court not longer than 48 hours after your .-

axrest. (Time' spent during the weekend is not included in.
the 48 hours).

Even for the person who is<gnot directly concerned with issues

of police brutality or. other "official lawlessness," it is impor-
,

tant to know about police practices and how the courts operate.

Arbitrary Arrests as well as intentional police harrassment

re common..'

You will have-to get most information about the police from

informal sources since little is published. Passing as a crimi-
_

nology or sociology student may yield useful information in the

form of written materials or interviews with policemen.

RECREATION

If your problem.is related to Recreation you will need to know:

- What hours recreational facilities are open.

- Are they well maintained?

- Are schools used?

-WhO are the people of power in recreation?'

Where do you go to create more and/or better recreational
,

facilities.

NOTE: For-more information in all these areas_refer_to the
Institute for Child Advocacy Resource Manual.

t.



INM INFORMATION
,

1. Most states and the federal government have laws requiring
that public documents have to be open for public inspection.
These,are usually called "Public Information," "Right to
Know" or "Freedom of Information" laws: But just because
you have a,legal right to information this does riot mean'that
you will be able to get it. If a government official refuses
to release data you can:

1. Ask to see his superviser.
2. Try to get someone witfi better connections to get you

what you want.
3. Fight it out in court and/or hold a demonstkatiOn if

you have determined that this will be worth your while.

You can'also obt011 many feder 1 documents and.publicationb
fast ahd free by wTiting to you Congressman or Senator, or
directly to the agency or congressional committee involved.

2. You should be careful to consider hoW'Yon want to approach
different sources for information. In a library it is un-
necessary to identify yourself, but in other, cases you may'
need a "cover" in order to obtain cooperation. The most
effective"and universal "cover" is to pose as a student doing
a term paper or thesis. If you decide to adopt this identity
make sure_you_ act and dress the role.

-
3. When ,you're trying to get information from someone it's i,

good idea to ask general,and open ended questions first and
then casually move into your primary area of concern. Try
not to ask questions that can be answered with a yes, or no
and you might discover more than you 'had anticipated.

4. It is very' important that you read at least one local news-
paper regularly. The.fiewspaper will keep,you up to date om
local issues, people in the pews, and important upcoming
meetings and events.

It's a good idea to keep your own file of newspaper clippings
for reference. If possible, use the newspaper's own libiary
and clipping file. It can be an invaluable source of history
and background on almoSt any individual, issue,' Or institution.
If you,cannot gain access, a sympathetic newspaper reporter-
may be:able to check thingsout for'you.



.The main branch of .the\public library is likely to'have a
special colledtion of pictures, books, and newspapr clip-
pings about your city. The ,librarian can assist you in
getting the information youare looking for.

The public library is also the place to check for recent
books about your city_(e.g., Urban renewal, education, poli-
tics, society, etc.) . They are frequently written by journa-
lists, political scientists Ok "insiders",and may. contain ,

interesting tidbits not found,elsewhere.
:

6. Large colleges, universities and associated research insti-
tutes ,have good libraries .containing books, pamphlets4_doctoral
dissertations, reference workS, and reports about your -city

and state as well as background information .on specific issues.

7. That common household.item, the telephone book should not be
overlooked as a research tool.-'It's the first place you should
look for addresses and'phone number's. For similar but mire.
extensive data conslut Polk'spCity Directory. There should
be an:up:to date one in'.your pity's main library. :This direc-
tory.commcnly lists the name; address, phone number and occu-
pation (sc.aetimes even place,of .employment) of almcist every
family, business and organization in the city, arranged by
name-, address and phone numbe-t.-

8. Sympathetic professionals can be useful as sources of infor-
mation, money, or services. A lawyer can tell you about the
Courts, doctors about hospitals, social workers about the wel-
fare department, etc.

One talkative guy with "inside". information can be as valuable
as any book, report, or document. Newspaper reporters, labor
leaders, present or past politidians and goverhment employees .
can provide you with imPortalit leads and a fairly accurate
over-all view of what's happening.

9. For first hand knowledge of`the ways in which,the forces of
authority and power oppress and.exploit the people are un-
questionably your.best Source."
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RESEARCHAS ATOCL IN PROBLE4SOLVING ATTHECOMMUNITY LEVEL. .

EVALUATION OUESTIONNMR
In an effort to evaluate our publication and to assist us in program plan- -

ping, we would greatly appreciate your taking a few minutes to respond to
this.questionnaire. Please complete (name optional) remove, and mail
postpaid to us.

1. What is your response to the study as a whole?
Very Positive Positive. Neutral Negative Very Negative

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Do you find the study useful or informative?
. I s the ififcry----u--n-der s tan aable?-

Is the study thorough?
Is the study objective?
Is there a need for this type of study?
Did you utilize the study in someway?
If yes, 'how?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No7--

Could the study be made-more useful to you?.
,If yes, how?

6

Yes No -

9.

1you make use of the
vocacy
ommunity Action
Conference/Workshop
Critique/Literature- Review.

study? -

Instructional-
LegaI Services
Legislative
Personal

Planning
Publication
Reference
Research
Other, eriga:im

lO.j Have you had previdus contact with the Institute for Child Advocacy?
Yes, No

Have You ordered,or received any of our other publications?

-12. Additional-comments or suggestions:

Yes . No

0
13. Would you like us,to send the study to other persons or organizations?

Yes No
Give nameS'Yaddresses of persons or organizations: 4
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14. Would you like to receIve additional, copies? Yes How many? :tic

If yes,---please fill out the next portion of this fort.

.`

Your name

Title

Organization

Address

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION!!!
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